New News

• Demographic Overlay
  – The Foster column is being addressed

• Immigrant is invalid
  – Those errors are being addressed

• Post Secondary
  – We’ll take questions & concerns at the end
• Window was extended
  – New due date: through May 8, 2019
• About 50% of requested SY 17-18 data has been submitted already on district’s behalf
• Questions?
  – CRDC@sde.ok.gov
Wave Schedule

- Student Level ASR – Open, Due June 30
- Post-Secondary Opportunities – Tentative Opening April 15
- Demographic Overlay – Open, Due June 30
- SMART Report – Open, Due June 30
- TLE Qualitative Report – Opening May 1
Post Secondary

• Questions?
• Concerns?
Contact Information

- StudentDataInfo@sde.ok.gov – (405) 521-3020
- Erik.Friend@sde.ok.gov – (405) 521-2198
- Lakisha.Simon@sde.ok.gov – (405) 521-3246
- Aaron.Colvin@sde.ok.gov – (405) 522-3192
- Annie.Cobianchi@sde.ok.gov – (405) 522-1401